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a b s t r a c t
Given an underlying communication network represented as an edge-weighted graph
G = (V , E), a source node s ∈ V , a set of destination nodes D ⊆ V , and a capacity k which
is a positive integer, the capacitated multicast tree routing problem asks for a minimum cost
routing scheme for source s to send data to all destination nodes, under the constraint that
in each routing tree at most k destination nodes are allowed to receive the data copies. The
cost of the routing scheme is the sum of the costs of all individual routing trees therein.
Improving on our previous approximation algorithm for the problem, we present a new
algorithm which achieves a worst case performance ratio of
√
2089+77
80 + 54ρ, where ρ
denotes the best known approximation ratio for the Steiner minimum tree problem. Since
ρ is about 1.55 at the writing of the paper, the ratio achieved by our new algorithm is less
than 3.4713. In comparison, the previously best ratio was 85 + 54ρ ≈ 3.5375.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Multicast is a point-to-multipoint communication that a source node sends data to multiple destinations [1,16,10,8,15].
In computer and communication networks supporting multimedia applications, such as news feed and video distribution,
multicast is an important service. Implementingmulticast on local area networks (LANs) is easy because nodes connected to
a LAN usually communicate over a broadcast network. In contrast, implementing multicast on wide area networks (WANs)
is yet quite challenging [17,6] because nodes connected to a WAN communicate via a switched/routed network. Basically,
to performmulticast inWANs, the source node and all the destination nodesmust be interconnected. So, finding amulticast
routing in aWAN is equivalent to finding amulticast tree T in the network such that T spans the source and all the destination
nodes. The objective is to minimize the cost of T , which is defined to be the total weight of edges in T .
In certain networks such as WDM optical networks with limited light-splitting capabilities, only a limited number of
destination nodes can be assigned to receive the data copies sent from the source node during each transmission. A routing
model for such networks, called themulti-tree model [11,7], has been introduced in the literature. Under this model, we are
interested in the problem of finding a set of routing trees such that each tree spans the source node and a limited number
of destination nodes that is assigned to receive data copies, and every destination node must be designated to receive a
data copy in one of the routing trees. We call this problem the capacitated multicast routing problem. In particular, when the
number of destination nodes in each routing tree is limited to a pre-specified number k, we call it themulticast k-tree routing
(kMTR) problem.
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We next formally define the problems. For a graph G, we denote its node set by V (G). The underlying communication
network is modeled as a triple (G, s,D), where G is a simple, undirected, and edge-weighted complete graph, s ∈ V (G) is
the source node, and D ⊆ V (G) − {s} is the set of destination nodes. The weight of each edge e in G, denoted by w(e), is
nonnegative and represents the routing cost of e. The weight (or cost, used interchangeably) of a subgraph T of G, denoted
byw(T ), is the total weight of edges in T .
A subgraph T of G is said to be a D-marked Steiner tree if (1) T is a tree, and (2) at least one destination node in T is marked
(to receive a data copy). For each D-marked Steiner tree T , we use D ∩ T to denote the set of marked destination nodes in
T . Note that some destination nodes in T may not be marked, and they are not allowed to receive data copies but serve as
Steiner nodes. The size of T is defined to be the number of marked destination nodes in T , i.e., |D ∩ T |. A set T of D-marked
Steiner trees are disjointly-D-marked if (D ∩ T1) ∩ (D ∩ T2) = ∅ for any two trees T1 and T2 in T .
Given a positive integer k, a k-tree routing in network (G, s,D) is a set T = {T1, . . . , T`} of disjointly-D-marked Steiner
trees such that each Ti (1 ≤ i ≤ `) contains s and is of size at most k, and D = ⋃`i=1(D ∩ Ti). The weight (or cost, used
interchangeably) of a k-tree routing is the total weight of theD-marked Steiner trees in the routing. Given a network (G, s,D)
and a number k, the capacitated multicast routing problem asks for a k-tree routing in (G, s,D) whose weight is minimized
over all k-tree routings in (G, s,D). When k is fixed, the problem is called the multicast k-tree routing problem, denoted as
kMTR for short.
When k ≥ |D|, kMTR reduces to the well-known Steiner minimum tree (SMT) problem: Given a network (G, s,D), it asks
for a minimum-weight tree T in G that spans {s} ∪ D. The SMT problem is NP-hard, and its current best approximation ratio
is ρ ≈ 1.55 [5,14]. On the other hand, when k ≤ 2, kMTR can be solved efficiently [7].
The algorithmically most interesting case is when 3 ≤ k < |D|, kMTR differs from the SMT problem yet remains NP-
hard [2,12]. Two groups of researchers [2,4,9] independently designed (2 + ρ)-approximation algorithms, where ρ is the
approximation ratio for the SMT problem. Later, Morsy and Nagamochi presented a new approximation algorithm with a
worst-case performance ratio of ( 32 + 43ρ), which leads to an improvement over the (2 + ρ)-approximation algorithms
only when ρ < 1.5 [13]. Recently, we presented an ( 85 + 54ρ)-approximation algorithm which is based on the weight
averaging technique introduced in [2,4] and an advanced tree partitioning technique [3]. This is a true improvement over
the (2+ ρ)-approximation algorithms for the current ρ and its future values.
In this paper, we examine more carefully two cases where our previous algorithm does not perform well, and design
better routing schemes for them respectively. The result is an improved approximation algorithm for kMTR, which achieves
a performance ratio of (
√
2089+77
80 + 54ρ). Given the fact that ρ ≈ 1.55, the achieved improvement in performance ratio is
0.0662 = 3.5375− 3.4713, more than 5 times the last improvement of 0.0125 = 3.55− 3.5375.
2. Preliminaries
Throughout the rest of paper, fix a communication network (G, s,D) and a positive integer k. For ease of explanation
(to avoid dealing with floors and ceilings), we assume that k is a multiple of 12. Recall that G is a simple, undirected, and
edge-weighted complete graph, s ∈ V (G) is the source node, and D ⊆ V (G) − {s} is the set of destination nodes. The non-
destination nodes in V (G)− (D ∪ {s}), as well as destination nodes when unmarked, can be used as intermediate (Steiner)
nodes in a routing to save the routing cost.
For each edge (u, v) in G, we usew(u, v) to denote its weight. If (u, v) is an edge in G such thatw(u, v) is larger than the
weight of the shortest path between u and v in G, then (u, v) is useless in any routing and hence can be ignored. Therefore,
we may assume that for each pair {u, v} of nodes in G,w(u, v) equals the weight of the shortest path between u to v in G. It
follows that the edge weight functionw(·, ·) of G satisfies the triangle inequality.
Let T ∗ be an optimal k-tree routing in network (G, s,D). Let R∗ = ∑T∈T ∗ w(T ) denote the weight of the k-tree routing
T ∗. Clearly, if d is a marked destination node in a routing tree T ∈ T ∗, thenw(s, d) ≤ w(T ). Thus, we have∑
d∈D
w(s, d) ≤
∑
T∈T ∗
∑
d∈D∩T
w(s, d) ≤
∑
T∈T ∗
(k× w(T )) = k×
∑
T∈T ∗
w(T ) ≤ k× R∗. (2.1)
In the following design of the approximation algorithm for kMTR,we first apply the best known approximation algorithm
for the SMTproblem (whichhas aworst-case performance ratio ofρ) to obtain a Steiner tree T 0 on {s}∪D in network (G, s,D).
Recall that T 0 is a subgraph of G that is a D-marked Steiner tree with D∩ T 0 = D. Since the weight of an optimal Steiner tree
is a lower bound on R∗, the weight of tree T 0 is upper bounded by ρR∗, that is,w(T 0) ≤ ρR∗. We now root tree T 0 at source
s. Note that tree T 0 does not necessarily correspond to a k-tree routing, because some subtrees rooted at child nodes of s in
T 0 may contain more than kmarked destination nodes.
In the sequel, for a D-marked Steiner tree T in G and a node v in T , we use Tv to denote the subtree of T rooted at v. For
a child u of an internal node v in T , the subtree Tv together with edge (v, u) is called the branch rooted at v and containing
u. Recall that D ∩ T denotes the set of marked destination nodes in T and the size of T is defined as |D ∩ T |. If |D ∩ T | ≤ k,
then T can be used in a k-tree routing to route those nodes in D ∩ T . If source s is not in T , then we can add s and the
edge (s, u) to T , where u is a node in T such that w(s, u) = minv∈V (T )w(s, v). Let c(T ) denote minv∈V (T )w(s, v). Note that
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c(T ) = 0 if s ∈ V (T ). We call c(T ) the connection cost of T and define the routing cost of T to be w(T ) + c(T ). Moreover,
since c(T ) ≤ mind∈D∩T w(s, d), we have
c(T ) ≤ 1|D ∩ T |
∑
d∈D∩T
w(s, d). (2.2)
Although tree T 0, computed by the approximation algorithm for the SMT problem, does not necessarily correspond to
a k-tree routing, it serves as a good starting point because w(T 0) ≤ ρR∗. Our idea is to transform T 0 into a k-tree routing
without increasing its weight significantly. Basically, the transformation is done by case analysis. Each case corresponds to
a lemma in Section 3. With these lemmas, we will define several types of operations in Section 4.1 that can be applied to T 0
(to turn it into a k-tree routing). The whole algorithm is presented in Section 4.2.
3. Tree partitioning lemmas
We will prove several lemmas that help us transform T 0 into a k-tree routing. Essentially, the transformation process is
to repeatedly cut a subtree T out of T 0 and route all the destination nodes therein. The number of destination nodes in T
satisfies some conditions, to be specified, and accordinglywe determine away tomark the destination nodes in T for routing
purposes. The following Lemma 3.1 is proven in [3]; Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 are used in [3] without proofs.
Lemma 3.1 ([3]). If T is a D-marked Steiner tree such that
• 23k ≤ |D ∩ T | ≤ k,
then the routing cost of T is at mostw(T )+ 32 × 1k
∑
d∈D∩T w(s, d).
Lemma 3.2 ([2,4]). Given a D-marked Steiner tree T such that
• k < |D ∩ T | ≤ 32k,
we can compute two disjointly-D-marked Steiner trees X1 and X2 from T in polynomial time such that both X1 and X2 are of size
at most k, D ∩ T = (D ∩ X1) ∪ (D ∩ X2), and the total routing cost of X1 and X2 is at mostw(T )+ 2× 1k
∑
d∈D∩T w(s, d).
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that T is a D-marked Steiner tree satisfying the following conditions:
• 43k ≤ |D ∩ T | ≤ 32k.• The root r of T has exactly three child nodes v1, v2, and v3.
• |D ∩ Tv1 | < 23k, |D ∩ Tv2 | < 23k, and |D ∩ Tv1 | + |D ∩ Tv2 | > k.
Given T , we can compute two disjointly-D-marked Steiner trees X1 and X2 in polynomial time such that both X1 and X2 are of size
at most k, D∩ T = (D∩X1)∪ (D∩X2), and the total routing cost of X1 and X2 is at most 54w(T )+
√
2089+77
80 × 1k
∑
d∈D∩T w(s, d).
Proof. By the conditions in the lemma, |D ∩ Tv3 | < 12k. Without loss of generality, we assume that |D ∩ Tv1 | ≤ |D ∩ Tv2 |.
Then, |D ∩ Tv2 | > 12k. For each i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, let Bi be the branch rooted at r and containing vi. We distinguish two cases as
follows.
Case 1: |D ∩ Tv3 | + |D ∩ Tv2 | ≤ k. In this case, |D ∩ Tv3 | + |D ∩ Tv1 | ≤ k. Among the nodes in D ∩ T , we find the 23k
closest nodes to s, and form them into a set C . Similarly, among the nodes in D ∩ T , we find the 23k farthest nodes from s,
and form them into a set F . Since |D ∩ T | ≥ 43k, F ∩ C = ∅. Moreover, since |D ∩ Tvi | < 23k for each i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, there are
at least two indices i ∈ {1, 2, 3} such that (D ∩ Tvi) ∩ C 6= ∅. If (D ∩ Tv3) ∩ C = ∅, then we set X1 = B1 and construct X2
by initializing it as the union of B2 and B3 and further unmarking r if it is marked. Otherwise, we find an index i ∈ {1, 2}
with (D ∩ Tvi) ∩ C 6= ∅, set X1 = Bi and construct X2 by initializing it as the union of Bj and B3 and further unmarking r
if it is marked, where j is the other index in {1, 2} − {i}. In any case, |D ∩ X1| ≤ k, |D ∩ X2| ≤ k, (D ∩ X1) ∩ C 6= ∅, and
(D∩X2)∩C 6= ∅. Obviously, one of D∩X1 and D∩X2 contains d′ which is the closest destination node to s among the nodes
in D ∩ T . We assume that D ∩ X1 contains d′; the other case is symmetric. Then, c(X1) ≤ w(s, d′) ≤ 32 × 1k
∑
d∈C w(s, d).
Moreover, since (D ∩ X2) ∩ C 6= ∅, c(X2) ≤ w(s, d′′) where d′′ is the farthest destination node from s among the nodes in
C . Furthermore, since C ∩ F = ∅, w(s, d′′) ≤ w(s, d′′′) where d′′′ is the closest destination node to s among the nodes in F .
Thus, c(X2) ≤ w(s, d′′′) ≤ 32 × 1k
∑
d∈F w(s, d). Therefore, c(X1) + c(X2) ≤ 32 × 1k
∑
d∈D∩T w(s, d). Consequently, the total
routing cost of X1 and X2 is at mostw(T )+ 32 × 1k
∑
d∈D∩T w(s, d), and the lemma is proved.
Case 2: |D ∩ Tv3 | + |D ∩ Tv2 | > k. We assume that w(B1) ≤ w(B3); this does not lose generality because our argument
will not take advantage of the difference between the two conditions that |D ∩ Tv1 | < 23k and |D ∩ Tv3 | < 12k. We further
distinguish two subcases as follows.
Subcase 2.1:w(B2) ≤ w(B1). We give two options for constructing X1 and X2. In the first option, we set X1 = Tv2 and set
X2 to be the union of B1 and B3. Obviously, |D∩ X1| ≤ k. We also have |D∩ X2| ≤ k because |D∩ Tv2 | > 12k and |D∩ T | ≤ 32k.
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The total routing cost of X1 and X2 isw1 ≤ w(T )+ 1|D∩Tv1 |+|D∩Tv3 |
∑
d∈(D∩Tv1 )∪(D∩Tv3 )w(s, d)+
1
|D∩Tv2 |
∑
d∈D∩Tv2 w(s, d). Since
|D ∩ Tv2 | ≤ 2k− 2|D ∩ Tv2 | ≤ |D ∩ Tv1 | + |D ∩ Tv3 |, we havew1 ≤ w(T )+ 1|D∩Tv2 |
∑
d∈(D∩Tv1 )∪(D∩Tv2 )∪(D∩Tv3 )w(s, d).
In the second option, we first partition D∩Tv2 into two disjoint sets C1 and C3 with |C1| =
⌈ |D∩Tv2 |
2
⌉
and |C3| =
⌊ |D∩Tv2 |
2
⌋
.
Note that |C1| ≤ 13k because |D∩ Tv2 | < 23k and k is a multiple of 12. Hence, |D∩ Tv1 |+ |C1| < k and |D∩ Tv3 |+ |C3| < k. We
construct X1 by initializing it as the union of B1 and B2, unmarking the nodes in C3, and further unmarking r if it is marked in
T . We construct X2 by initializing it as the union of B2 and B3, and further unmarking the nodes in C1. Since both |D∩X1| and
|D∩X2| are larger than k−
⌈ |D∩Tv2 |
2
⌉
, the total routing cost of X1 and X2 isw2 ≤ 43w(T )+ 1k−|D∩Tv2 |/2
∑
d∈D∩(X1∪X2)w(s, d) =
4
3w(T )+ 1k−|D∩Tv2 |/2
∑
d∈(D∩Tv1 )∪(D∩Tv2 )∪(D∩Tv3 )w(s, d).
Note that min{w1, w2} ≤ 14w1+ 34w2 = 54w(T )+
(
1
4|D∩Tv2 | +
3
4(k−|D∩Tv2 |/2)
)∑
d∈D∩T w(s, d). From
1
2k < |D∩ Tv2 | < 23k,
we conclude that min{w1, w2} < 54w(T ) + 32 × 1k
∑
d∈D∩T w(s, d). Therefore, in this subcase, choosing the better option
between the two proves the lemma.
Subcase 2.2:w(B2) > w(B1). Then,w(B1) ≤ 13w(T ). For ease of presentation, let |D ∩ Tv2 | = 23k− p, where 0 < p < 16k.
We choose an arbitrary subset F1 of D ∩ Tv1 with |F1| = k − |D ∩ Tv2 |. Since |D ∩ Tv3 | > 13k, we choose an arbitrary subset
F3 of D ∩ Tv3 with |F3| = 13k. Again, we give two options for constructing X1 and X2. In the first option, we set X1 = Tv2
and set X2 to be the union of B1 and B3. Obviously, |D ∩ X1| ≤ k. We also have |D ∩ X2| ≤ k because |D ∩ Tv2 | > 12k and
|D ∩ T | ≤ 32k. The total routing cost of X1 and X2 is w1 ≤ w(T ) + 1|D∩Tv2 |
∑
d∈D∩Tv2 w(s, d) +
1
|F1|+|F3|
∑
d∈F1∪F3 w(s, d) =
w(T )+ 12k/3−p
∑
d∈D∩Tv2 w(s, d)+
1
2k/3+p
∑
d∈F1∪F3 w(s, d).
We next describe the second option.We first choose an arbitrary subset F ′1 of F1 with |F ′1| = x+p, where 0 ≤ x ≤ 13k and
its value will be determined later. Set F ′1 exists because |F1| = 13k+ p. We now construct X1 by initializing it as the union of
B1 and B2, then unmarking the nodes of (D∩ Tv1)− F ′1, and further unmarking r if it is marked in T . We then construct X2 by
initializing it as the union of B1 and B3 and further unmarking the nodes of F ′1. Since |F1| + |D ∩ Tv2 | = k and |F ′1| ≤ |F1|, we
have |D∩ X1| ≤ k. We also have |D∩ X2| ≤ k because |D∩ Tv2 | > 12k and |D∩ T | ≤ 32k. The total routing cost of X1 and X2 is
w2 ≤ 43w(T )+ 1|F ′1|+|D∩Tv2 |
∑
d∈F ′1∪(D∩Tv2 )w(s, d)+
1
|F1−F ′1|+|F3|
∑
d∈(F1−F ′1)∪F3 w(s, d) =
4
3w(T )+ 12k/3+x
∑
d∈(D∩Tv2 )∪F ′1 w(s, d)+
1
2k/3−x
∑
d∈(F1−F ′1)∪F3 w(s, d). Since
2
3k+x ≥ 23k−x, wehavew2 ≤ 43w(T )+ 12k/3+x
∑
d∈D∩Tv2 w(s, d)+
1
2k/3−x
∑
d∈F1∪F3 w(s, d).
Note that min{w1, w2} ≤ 14w1 + 34w2 ≤ 54w(T ) + M1(x) ×
∑
d∈D∩Tv2 w(s, d) + M2(x) ×
∑
d∈F1∪F3 w(s, d) ≤ 54w(T ) +
max{M1(x),M2(x)} ×∑d∈D∩T w(s, d), whereM1(x) = 14 × 12k/3−p + 34 × 12k/3+x andM2(x) = 14 × 12k/3+p + 34 × 12k/3−x .
Next, we want to determine the value for x (or x(p), as it is a function of p) such that max{M1(x),M2(x)} is minimized.
For a fixed p ∈ (0, 16k),M1(x) is monotonously decreasing in x andM2(x) is monotonously increasing in x, where x ∈ [0, 13k].
Clearly, we haveM1(0) > 32k > M2(0) andM1(
1
3k) <
5
4k <
5
2k < M2(
1
3k). So the minimum value of max{M1(x),M2(x)} is
achieved at a unique value of x, at whichM1(x) = M2(x) holds. The solutions to the equationM1(x) = M2(x) are
x = −(12k
2 − 27p2)±√(12k2 − 27p2)2 + 144p2k2
18p
,
and thus x∗ = −(12k2−27p2)+
√
(12k2−27p2)2+144p2k2
18p is the unique value in [0, 13k] such that M1(x∗) = M2(x∗). Letting c = 23k,
from dM1(x
∗)
dp = dM2(x
∗)
dp , we have
dx∗
dp
= 1
3
×
1
(c−p)2 + 1(c+p)2
1
(c−x∗)2 + 1(c+x∗)2
.
Hence,
dM1(x∗)
dp
= 1
4
×
(
1
(c − p)2 −
3
(c + x∗)2
dx∗
dp
)
= 1
4
× (c + p)
2(c + x∗)2 − (c − p)2(c − x∗)2
(c + p)2(c − p)2 ((c + x∗)2 + (c − x∗)2) > 0.
This says that M1(x∗) is monotonously increasing in p in the interval (0, 16k). Therefore, the maximum value of M1(x
∗) is
infinitely close to
1
4
× 2
k
+ 3
4
× 1(
2
3 +
− 454 +
√
( 454 )
2+4
3
)
k
=
(
1
2
+ 9√
2089− 37
)
× 1
k
=
√
2089+ 77
80
× 1
k
,
when p approaches to 16k.
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In summary, we have shown that in Subcase 2.2, the better option among the two has a cost less than 54w(T )+
√
2089+77
80 ×
1
k
∑
d∈D∩T w(s, d). Note that
√
2089+77
80 ≈ 1.5338 > 32 . This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 3.4 ([3]). Suppose that T is a D-marked Steiner tree satisfying the following conditions:
• 32k < |D ∩ T | ≤ 2k.• The root r of T has exactly three children v1, v2, and v3.
• |D ∩ Tv1 | < 23k, |D ∩ Tv2 | < 23k, and |D ∩ Tv1 | + |D ∩ Tv2 | > k.
Given T , we can compute disjointly-D-marked Steiner trees X1, . . . , Xp with 2 ≤ p ≤ 3 in polynomial time such that each Xi (1 ≤
i ≤ p) is of size atmost k, D∩T =⋃pi=1(D∩Xi), and the total routing cost of X1, . . . , Xp is atmost 54w(T )+ 32× 1k∑d∈D∩T w(s, d).
Proof. We have two options to route all the destination nodes in Dr .
Note that |Dv1 | + |Dv2 | > k. Without loss of generality, assume |Dv1 | ≤ |Dv2 |. Then, |Dv2 | > 12k and consequently
k ≤ |Dv1 | + |Dv3 | ≤ 32k. In the first option of routing, the branch rooted at node r and containing child node v2 is separated
as a routing subtree and Lemma 3.2 is applied to partition the remainder into two subtrees of size ≤ k. The total routing
cost is thusw1 ≤ w(Tr)+ 1|Dv2 |
∑
d∈Dv2 w(s, d)+ 2×
1
k
∑
d∈Dr−Dv2 w(s, d) < w(Tr)+ 2×
1
k
∑
d∈Dr w(s, d).
In the second option of routing, we duplicate the least weight branch among those three. Each of the duplicated branch
copies is merged with another branch to form a subtree and the destination nodes in the duplicated branch are distributed
such that both resultant subtrees have size exactly 12 |Dr |. This can be done since |Dv1 | < 23k, |Dv2 | < 23k, and |Dv1 |+|Dv2 | > k.
Note that 34k ≤ 12 |Dr | ≤ k. Consequently, the total routing cost for these two subtrees isw2 ≤ 43w(Tr)+ 43× 1k
∑
d∈Dr w(s, d).
Since min{w1, w2} ≤ 14w1 + 34w2 ≤ 54w(Tr) + 32 × 1k
∑
d∈Dr w(s, d), we choose the smaller cost routing between the
two options and the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 3.5 ([3]). Suppose that T is a D-marked Steiner tree satisfying the following conditions:
• 2k < |D ∩ T | ≤ 52k.• The root r of T has exactly two children v1 and v2.
• k < |D ∩ Tv1 | < 43k and k < |D ∩ Tv2 | < 43k.
• For each i ∈ {1, 2}, there is a node ui in Tvi (possibly ui = vi) such that ui has exactly two children xi,1 and xi,2, |D∩Txi,1 | < 23k,
|D ∩ Txi,2 | < 23k, and |D ∩ Txi,1 | + |D ∩ Txi,2 | > k.
Given T , we can compute three disjointly-D-marked Steiner trees X1, X2, and X3 in polynomial time such that each Xi (1 ≤ i ≤ 3)
is of size at most k, D∩ T =⋃3i=1(D∩ Xi), and the total routing cost of X1, X2, and X3 is at most 54w(T )+ 32 × 1k∑d∈D∩T w(s, d).
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that w(u1, x11) + w(Tx11) ≤ min{w(u1, x12) + w(Tx12), w(u2, x21) +
w(Tx21), w(u2, x22) + w(Tx22)}, that is, the branch rooted at u1 and containing node x11 has the least weight among those
four branches rooted at u1 and u2. Afterwards, we also assume without loss of generality that |Dx21 | ≤ |Dx22 |. It follows that
|Dx22 | > 12k. From the branch rooted at r and containing node v1, we remove tree Tu1 to obtain another tree denoted as T3;
Similarly, from the branch rooted at r and containing node v2, we remove tree Tu2 to obtain another tree denoted as T4. Let
D3 and D4 denote the destination node set of T3 and T4, respectively. Clearly, Dr = Dx11 ∪ Dx12 ∪ D3 ∪ D4 ∪ Dx21 ∪ Dx22 .
The destination node set Dx11 is (arbitrarily) partitioned into two subsets D
1
x11 and D
2
x11 , such that
2
3k ≤ |D1x11 |+ |Dx12 | ≤ k
and 43k ≤ |Dr−D1x11−Dx12 | ≤ 32k. It follows from |Dx22 | > 12k that |D2x11 |+|D3|+|D4|+|Dx21 | = |Dr−D1x11−Dx12−Dx22 | < k.
Let D0 denote the set of the 23k farthest destination nodes from Dr − D1x11 − Dx12 . There are two possible cases: In the first
case, Dx22 6⊂ D0, that is, Dx22 contains some destination node that is not in D0. We route all the destination nodes in Dr by
duplicating the branch rooted at u1 and containing node x11. One of the two copies of the duplicated branch is merged with
the branch also rooted at u1 but containing node x12 to form a subtree, which is assigned as a destination node setD1x11∪Dx12 .
Another subtree is formed by the branch rooted at u2 and containing node x22, of which the destination node set is Dx22 . The
third subtree is formed by the remainder tree, of which the destination node set is D2x11 ∪ D3 ∪ D4 ∪ Dx21 . The connection
cost of the first subtree is ≤ 32 × 1k
∑
d∈D1x11∪Dx12 w(s, d). Since the last two subtrees both contain some destination nodes
that are not in D0, one of them has connection cost ofw(s, d′) and the other has connection cost of at mostw(s, d′′), where
d′ and d′′ are the closest destination nodes from Dr − D1x11 − Dx12 and D0, respectively. From |Dr − D1x11 − Dx12 | ≥ 43k, we
conclude that the sum of the connection costs of these last two subtrees is≤ 32 × 1k
∑
d∈Dr−D1x11−Dx12 w(s, d). Thus, the total
routing cost of these three subtrees is≤ 54w(Tr)+ 32 × 1k
∑
d∈Dr w(s, d), and the lemma is proved.
In the second case, Dx22 ⊂ D0, that is, every destination node in Dx22 is among the 23k farthest destination nodes from
D2x11 ∪D3 ∪D4 ∪Dx21 ∪Dx22 . We distinguish two subcases of whether or notw(u2, x21)+w(Tx21) ≤ w(u2, x22)+w(Tx22)+
w(T3)+ w(T4). In the first subcase,w(u2, x21)+ w(Tx21) ≤ w(u2, x22)+ w(Tx22)+ w(T3)+ w(T4).
We have two options to route all the destination nodes in Dr . In the first option, we revise the partition of the destination
node set Dx11 into two subsets D
1
x11 and D
2
x11 , such that |D1x11 | + |Dx12 | = k, by moving some destination nodes from the
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old D2x11 to D
1
x11 , if necessary. The destination node subset D
0 is updated correspondingly, which could include some more
destination nodes not in the old D0, due to possible moving destination nodes out of the old D2x11 . Since |Dx21 ∪ Dx22 | > k,
we conclude that the closest destination node in Dx21 does not belong to D
0. Let D1x21 denote the subset of Dx21 to contain
the k− |Dx22 | closest destination nodes; Let D2x21 = Dx21 − D1x21 . We route all the destination nodes in Dr by duplicating the
branch rooted at u1 and containing node x11. One of the two copies of the duplicated branch is merged with the branch also
rooted at u1 but containing node x12 to form a subtree, which is assigned destination node set D1x11 ∪Dx12 (of size k). Another
subtree is formed by the branch rooted at u2 and containing node x22, of which the destination node set is Dx22 . The third
subtree is formed by the remainder tree, of which the destination node set is D2x11 ∪ D3 ∪ D4 ∪ Dx21 . The connection cost of
the first subtree is ≤ 1k
∑
d∈D1x11∪Dx12 w(s, d); The connection cost of the second subtree is at most w(s, d
′), where d′ is the
( 12k+ 1)-st farthest destination node from Dx22 ; The connection cost of the third subtree is at mostw(s, d′′), where d′′ is the
closest destination node from D1x21 , and thus the closest from D
1
x21 ∪ Dx22 . From |D1x21 ∪ Dx22 | = k, we conclude that the sum
of the connection costs of these last two subtrees is≤ 2× 1k
∑
d∈D1x21∪Dx22 w(s, d). Thus, the total routing cost of these three
subtrees isw1 ≤ w(Tr)+ w(u1, x11)+ w(Tx11)+ 1k
∑
d∈D1x11∪Dx12 w(s, d)+ 2×
1
k
∑
d∈D1x21∪Dx22 w(s, d).
In the second option of routing, we route all the destination nodes in Dr by duplicating the branch rooted at u2 and
containing node x21. One of the two copies of the duplicated branch is merged with the branch also rooted at u2 but
containing node x22 to form a subtree, which is assigned as a destination node set D1x21 ∪ Dx22 (of size k). Since |Dx11 ∪
Dx12 ∪ D3 ∪ D4 ∪ D2x21 | ∈ (k, 32k], we apply Lemma 3.2 to route them without increasing the tree weight but using two
subtrees of total connection cost of≤ 2× 1k
∑
d∈Dr−D1x21−Dx22 w(s, d). Therefore, the total routing cost of these three subtrees
isw2 ≤ w(Tr)+ w(u2, x21)+ w(Tx21)+ 1k
∑
d∈D1x21∪Dx22 w(s, d)+ 2×
1
k
∑
d∈Dx11∪Dx12∪D3∪D4∪D2x21 w(s, d).
Since min{w1, w2} ≤ 12 (w1 + w2) ≤ w(Tr) + 12 (w(u1, x11) + w(Tx11) + w(u2, x21) + w(Tx21)) + 32 × 1k∑
d∈D1x11∪Dx12∪D1x21∪Dx22 w(s, d)+
1
k
∑
d∈D2x11∪D3∪D4∪D2x21 w(s, d)≤
5
4w(Tr)+ 32 × 1k
∑
d∈Dr w(s, d), in this subcase, we choose
the smaller cost routing between the two options and the lemma is proved.
In the second subcase, w(u2, x21) + w(Tx21) > w(u2, x22) + w(Tx22) + w(T3) + w(T4). From w(u1, x11) + w(Tx11) ≤
w(u1, x12)+w(Tx12), it follows thatw(u1, x11)+w(Tx11)+w(u2, x22)+w(Tx22)+w(T3)+w(T4) < w(u1, x12)+w(Tx12)+
w(u2, x21)+w(Tx21). Therefore,w(u1, x11)+w(Tx11)+w(u2, x22)+w(Tx22)+w(T3)+w(T4) < 12w(Tr). Assumewithout loss
of generality thatw(u1, x11)+w(Tx11)+w(T4) ≤ w(u2, x22)+w(Tx22)+w(T3). Then,w(u1, x11)+w(Tx11)+w(T4) < 14w(Tr).
We have one option to route all the destination nodes in Dr .
We partition the destination node set Dx11 into two subsets D
1
x11 and D
2
x11 , such that |D1x11 | = |Dx11 | + |D3| − 13k. Let
D2x11 = Dx11 − D1x11 . It follows that |D1x11 ∪ Dx12 | ∈ ( 23k, k) and |D2x11 ∪ D3| = 13k. We route all the destination nodes in Dr
by duplicating the branch rooted at u1 and containing node x11, and subtree T4. One of the two copies of the duplicated
branch rooted at u1 is merged with the other branch also rooted at u1 but containing node x12 to form a subtree, which
is assigned as a destination node set D1x11 ∪ Dx12 . The remainder subtree is re-rooted at node u2, which has exactly four
branches: Two of them are the same as those two branches rooted at u2 in the original Tr , which have destination node sets
Dx21 and Dx22 , respectively; The third branch is an exact copy of T4, which has a destination node set D4; The last branch is
the leftover subtree, which contains another exact copy of T4 but with no destination node from D4 assigned to it. That is,
the last branch has a destination node set D2x11 ∪ D3. Since |Dx21 | ≤ 23k, |Dx22 | ≤ 23k, |D4| < 13k, and |D2x11 ∪ D3| = 13k, we
conclude that at least two of these four branches are assigned some destination nodes which are among the 23k closest ones
from Dx21 ∪Dx22 ∪D4∪ (D2x11 ∪D3) = Dr −D1x11 −Dx12 . Therefore, it is always possible to form two subtrees, each containing
two branches, such that their sizes are both at most k and they both contain some destination nodes which are among the
2
3k closest ones. The connection cost of the first subtree is≤ 32 × 1k
∑
d∈D1x11∪Dx12 w(s, d); The connection costs of the last two
subtrees is at most w(s, d′) + w(s, d′′), where d′ and d′′ are the closest and the ( 23k + 1)-st farthest destination node from
Dr − D1x11 − Dx12 . From |Dr − D1x11 − Dx12 | > 43k, we have w(s, d′) + w(s, d′′) ≤ 32 × 1k
∑
d∈Dr−D1x11−Dx12 w(s, d). Therefore,
the total routing cost of these three subtrees is≤ 54w(Tr)+ 32 × 1k
∑
d∈Dr w(s, d), and the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 3.6. Suppose that T is a D-marked Steiner tree satisfying the following conditions:
• 52k < |D ∩ T | < 83k.• The root r of T has exactly two children v1 and v2.
• k < |D ∩ Tv1 | < 43k and k < |D ∩ Tv2 | < 43k.
• For i ∈ {1, 2}, there is a node ui in Tvi (possibly ui = vi) such that ui has exactly two children xi,1 and xi,2 in Tvi , |D∩Txi,1 | < 23k,
|D ∩ Txi,2 | < 23k, and |D ∩ Txi,1 | + |D ∩ Txi,2 | > k.
Given T , we can compute disjointly-D-marked Steiner trees X1, . . . , Xp with 3 ≤ p ≤ 4 in polynomial time such that each Xi (1 ≤
i ≤ p) is of size atmost k, D∩T =⋃pi=1(D∩Xi), and the total routing cost of X1, . . . , Xp is atmost 54w(T )+ 32× 1k∑d∈D∩T w(s, d).
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Proof. Wegive two options to route all the destination nodes inD∩T . In the first option, we obtain four disjointly-D-marked
Steiner trees each of size at most k by applying Lemma 3.2 separately to Tv1 and to the branch rooted at r and containing v2.
The total routing cost of these four resultant trees isw1 ≤ w(T )+ 2× 1k
∑
d∈D∩T w(s, d).
We next describe the second option. For each i ∈ {1, 2} and each j ∈ {1, 2}, let Bi,j be the branch rooted at ui and
containing xi,j. For each i ∈ {1, 2}, let Bi be the branch rooted at r and containing vi. Let T3 be the D-marked Steiner tree
obtained from B1 by deleting x1,1, x1,2, and their descendants. Similarly, let T4 be theD-marked Steiner tree obtained from B2
by deleting x2,1, x2,2, and their descendants. Clearly,D∩T = (D∩Tx1,1)∪(D∩Tx1,2)∪(D∩T3)∪(D∩T4)∪(D∩Tx2,1)∪(D∩Tx2,2).
Moreover, |D ∩ T3| ≤ |D ∩ Tv1 | − |D ∩ Tx1,1 | − |D ∩ Tx1,2 | + 1 ≤ ( 43k− 1)− (k+ 1)+ 1 < 13k. Similarly, |D ∩ T4| < 13k. We
distinguish two cases as follows.
Case 1: w(B1,2) + w(B2,2) ≤ min{w(T3) + w(B1,1), w(T4) + w(B2,1)}. In this case, w(B1,2) + w(B2,2) ≤ 13w(T ).
We find a subset Q1 of D ∩ Tx1,2 such that |D ∩ T1,1| + |Q1| =
⌈ 1
3 |D ∩ T |
⌉
. Set Q1 exists because |D ∩ Tx1,1 | < 23k,
|D ∩ Tx1,2 | < 23k, |D ∩ Tx1,1 | + |D ∩ Tx1,2 | > k, and 56k <
⌈ 1
3 |D ∩ T |
⌉ ≤ k. Similarly, we find a subset Q2 of D ∩ Tx2,2
such that |D∩ B2,1|+ |Q2| =
⌊ 1
3 |D ∩ T |
⌋
. Set Q2 exists because |D∩ Tx2,1 | < 23k, |D∩ Tx2,2 | < 23k, |D∩ Tx2,1 |+ |D∩ Tx2,2 | > k,
and 56k ≤
⌊ 1
3 |D ∩ T |
⌋ ≤ k. We are now ready to construct three disjointly-D-marked Steiner trees X1, X2, and X3 as follows.
For i ∈ {1, 2}, we construct Xi by initializing it as Tui , then unmarking the nodes of (D∩Txi,2)−Qi, and further unmarking ui if
it is marked in T . We construct X3 from T by deleting x1,1, x1,2, x2,1, x2,2, and all of their descendants, and further unmarking
the nodes of Q1 ∪ Q2. Note that |D ∩ X3| is equal to
⌊ 1
3 |D ∩ T |
⌋
or
⌈ 1
3 |D ∩ T |
⌉
. Obviously, the total routing cost of X1, X2,
and X3 is w2 ≤ 43w(T ) + 65 × 1k
∑
d∈D∩T w(s, d). Since min{w1, w2} ≤ 14w1 + 34w2 ≤ 54w(T ) + 75 × 1k
∑
d∈D∩T w(s, d). So,
choosing the better option among the two proves the lemma.
Case 2:w(B1,2)+w(B2,2) > min{w(T3)+w(B1,1), w(T4)+w(B2,1)}. Without loss of generality, we assume thatw(T4)+
w(B1,1) < w(T3)+w(B2,1). Then,w(T4)+w(B1,1) < 13w(T ). We find a subset Q1 of D∩Tx1,1 such that |Q1|+ |D∩Tx1,2 | = k.
Note that |(D∩Tx1,1)−Q1|+|D∩T3| ≤ 13k because |D∩Tv1 | < 13k. We are now ready to construct three disjointly-D-marked
Steiner treesX1,X2, andX3 as follows.We constructX1 by initializing it as Tu1 , then unmarking the nodes of (D∩Tx1,1)−Q1, and
further unmarking u1 if it is marked in T . Note that the connection cost of X1 is c(X1) ≤ 1k
∑
d∈((D∩Tx1,1 )−Q1)∪(D∩Tx1,2 )w(s, d).
We construct X2 and X3 as follows. First, we obtain a D-marked Steiner tree Y from T by removing x1,2, x2,1, x2,2, and all of
their descendants, and further unmarking the nodes of Q1 ∪ (D∩ T4). Note that |D∩ Y | = |(D∩ Tx1,1)−Q1| + |D∩ T3| ≤ 13k.
We then sort the nodes in (D∩ T )− (D∩X1) in ascending order of their distances to s in G. Let F contain the last 34k nodes in
the sorted sequence, and let C contain the other nodes in the sequence. Since |(D∩ T )− (D∩ X1)| ≥ 32k, we have |C | ≥ 34k.
We now look at the four sets: D ∩ Tx2,1 , D ∩ Tx2,2 , D ∩ T4, and D ∩ Y . Each of the first two sets is of size at most 23k− 1 while
each of the last two sets is of size at most 13k. Thus, at least two of the four sets contain at least one node of C . Consequently,
we can always divide the four sets into two groups G1 and G2 that satisfy the following two conditions:
1. G1 contains D∩ Tx2,1 and one of D∩ T4 and D∩Y , while G2 contains D∩ Tx2,2 and the other of D∩ T4 and D∩Y . (Comment:
The total size of sets in G1 is at most k and the total size of sets in G2 is at most k.)
2. At least one set in G1 contains a node of C and at least one set in G2 contains a node of C .
If G1 contains D∩ T4, then we let X2 be the union of B2,1 and T4 and let X3 be the union of B2,2 and Y ; otherwise, we let X2 be
the union of B2,1 and Y and let X3 be the union of B2,2 and T4. In any case, we unmark u2 in one of X2 and X3 if it is marked in T .
By Condition 1, |D∩X2| ≤ k and |D∩X3| ≤ k. By Condition 2, (D∩X2)∩C 6= ∅ and (D∩X3)∩C 6= ∅. Obviously, one of D∩X2
andD∩X3 contains d′which is the closest destination node to s among the nodes in (D∩X2)∪(D∩X3). We assume thatD∩X2
contains d′; the other case is similar. It follows that the connection cost c(X2) ≤ w(s, d′) ≤ 43 × 1k
∑
d∈C w(s, d). Moreover,
since (D ∩ X3) ∩ C 6= ∅, the connection cost c(X3) ≤ w(s, d′′) where d′′ is the farthest destination node from s among the
nodes in C . Furthermore, since C ∩ F = ∅, w(s, d′′) ≤ w(s, d′′′) where d′′′ is the closest destination node to s among the
nodes in F . Thus, c(X3) ≤ w(s, d′′′) ≤ 43 × 1k
∑
d∈F w(s, d). Therefore, c(X2)+ c(X3) ≤ 43 × 1k
∑
d∈(D∩T )−(D∩X1)w(s, d). Conse-
quently, the total routing cost of X1, X2, and X3 isw2 ≤ 43w(T )+ 43 × 1k
∑
d∈D∩T w(s, d), becausew(X1)+w(X2)+w(X3) =
w(T )+ w(B1,1)+ w(T4) ≤ 43w(T ). Finally, since min{w1, w2} ≤ 14w1 + 34w2 ≤ 54w(T )+ 32 × 1k
∑
d∈D∩T w(s, d), choosing
the better option among the two proves the lemma. 
4. A (
√
2089+77
80 + 54ρ)-approximation algorithm for kMTR
In the following transformation process that makes T 0 into a feasible k-tree routing, it iteratively cuts out a subtree T
from T 0 (rooted at the source node s), such that T satisfies certain constraints; According to the size of T , one of the above
lemmas is then applied to design the routing trees for all the destination nodes in T . We summarize these lemmas in Table 1,
and define the priority for the operation on each tree that falls into the range of every lemma.
First of all, for the original T 0 or after certain iterations the remainder tree (still denoted as) T 0, if |D ∩ T 0| ≤ k, no more
operations need to be done and T 0 is used as the routing tree for its destination nodes; if |D∩T 0| > k but every branch rooted
at the source node s and containing a child of s is of size at most k, then again nomore operations need to be done, but every
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Table 1
Summary of the lemmas and the priority of the operations
processing these trees.
Size of T Priority of the operation dealing T
Lemma 3.1 [ 23 k, k] 6
Lemma 3.3 [ 43 k, 32 k] 4, or 2 if re-rooted
Lemma 3.4 ( 32 k, 2k] 5, or 3 or 2 if re-rooted
Lemma 3.5 (2k, 52 k] 2
Lemma 3.6 ( 52 k,
8
3 k] 2
such branch as used to routing the destination nodes therein. Such a ‘‘no’’ operation, without any of the tree partitioning
lemmas, is defined as the operation having the highest priority, which is 8. In either of the two cases, T 0 is feasible k-tree
routing for all its destination nodes, and the total routing cost isw(T 0); T 0 is united to existing routing trees (from previous
iterations, if any) to route all destination nodes in D.
The other case left for consideration is |D ∩ T 0| > k and some branch rooted at the source node s in T 0 contains more
than k destination nodes. We define a big node in T 0 to be an internal node v in T 0 with |D ∩ T 0v | > k (so s is big, for now),
and define a huge node in T 0 to be an internal node v in T 0 with |D ∩ T 0v | > 2k. Note that a big node may be huge, or not.
A big node in T 0 is extremely big if all its children in T 0 are not big. Similarly, a huge node in T 0 is extremely huge if all its
children in T 0 are not huge. One may see that since s is not a destination node, it is not extremely big.
4.1. Priorities of operations applying to T 0
If T 0 has an internal node v that has at least three children, amongwhich two of them x1 and x2 satisfy |D∩T 0x1 |+|D∩T 0x2 | ≤
k, then the following operation modifies T 0 by merging the two branches containing x1 and x2 into one. Such an operation
has priority 7:
(7.1) Make a copy vc of v (vc is not a destination node, even if v is);
(7.2) Delete the edges (v, x1) and (v, x2);
(7.3) Add three edges (v, vc), (vc, x1), and (vc, x2) so that vc becomes a new child of v while x1 and x2 become the children
of vc . These three edges have weight 0,w(v, x1) andw(v, x2), respectively.
If T 0 has an internal node v with 23k ≤ |D ∩ T 0v | ≤ k, then T 0v is cut off from T 0 and used as a routing tree for D ∩ T 0v .
Such an operation has priority 6. Note that if no priority-6 operation is applicable, then every extremely big node in T 0 has
at least two children because k > 23k.
If T 0 has an extremely big node uwith at least three children, then the following operation, of priority 5, modifies T 0:
(5.1) Pick three arbitrary children v1, v2, and v3 of u in T 0. One can easily verify that since no higher priority operations
apply, |D ∩ T 0vi | < 23k for each index i, and |D ∩ T 0vi | + |D ∩ T 0vj | > k for every pair of distinct indices i and j.
(5.2) Let T be the union of these three branches rooted at u and containing v1, v2, and v3, respectively. Cut T off from T 0 (if
necessary) by leaving a copy of node u, which is a non-destination node even if the original u is, and apply Lemma 3.4
to route all its destination nodes.
Similarly, when no operation of priority 5 or higher applies, every extremely big node u in T 0 has exactly two children and
hence satisfies that k < |D∩ T 0u | < 43k. In addition, every huge node in T 0 has a descendant that is a big-but-not-huge node.
For otherwise, assume to the contrary that there is a huge node u which does not have any big-but-not-huge descendant;
then inside this subtree Tu there is an extreme huge node v which has no big descendants at all; it follows that v is an
extremely big node; due to the fact no operations of priority 5–7 apply, k < |D ∩ T 0v | < 43k, contradicting the assumption
that v is huge.
If T 0 has an extremely big node v such that the path from s to v contains a node u with 43k ≤ |D ∩ T 0u | ≤ 32k, then the
following operation, of priority 4, modifies T 0:
(4.1) Cut T 0u off from T
0 (if necessary) by leaving a copy of node u, which is a non-destination node even if the original u is,
and re-root it at node v, denoted as T 0v (as there is no confusion);
(4.2) Apply Lemma 3.3 to route all the destination nodes in T 0v .
If T 0 has an extremely big node v such that the path from s to v contains a node u with 32k ≤ |D ∩ T 0u | ≤ 2k, then an
operation of priority 3 modifies T 0. Such an operation is very much the same as the above priority-4 operation, except that
Lemma 3.4 replaces Lemma 3.3.
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Fig. 1. A high-level description of the approximation algorithm.
An operation of priority 2 modifies T 0 by locating an extremely huge node u:
(2.1) Find an extremely big node v1 that is a descendant of u in T 0 (v1 is not huge);
(2.2) Let u1 be the child of u in T 0 that is either v1 itself or an ancestor of v1 in T 0; Clearly, since u1 is not huge and no
operations of priority higher than 2 apply, |D ∩ T 0u1 | < 43k. It follows that u has at least two children in T 0.
(2.3) If every child u2 of u in T 0, u2 6= u1, satisfies that |D ∩ T 0u2 | ≤ 23k, then
(2.3.1) Collect a maximal subset of children of u, including u1, such that the number of destination nodes inside these
corresponding branches, plus 1 if u ∈ D, is less than or equal to 2k; Let T 0u denote this subtree rooted at u;
(2.3.2) Cut T 0u off from T
0 (if necessary) by leaving a copy of node u to maintain the connectivity of the remainder tree,
which is a non-destination node even if the original u is, and re-root it at node v1, denoted as T 0v1 (as there is
no confusion);
(2.3.3) If |D∩ T 0v1 | > 32k, then apply Lemma 3.4 to route all the destination nodes in T 0v1 ; Otherwise, apply Lemma 3.3.
(2.4) If there exists a child u2 of u, u2 6= u1, satisfying that |D ∩ T 0u2 | > 23k, then due to there being no operations of priority
6 we conclude that |D ∩ T 0u2 | > k (and thus u2 is big):
(2.4.1) Let T 0u denote the subtree rooted at u to contain only two branches containing u1 and u2 respectively; Since no
operations of priority higher than 2 apply, 2k < |D ∩ T 0u | < 83k.
(2.4.2) Cut T 0u off from T
0 (if necessary) by leaving a copy of node u to maintain the connectivity of the remainder tree,
which is a non-destination node even if the original u is;
(2.4.3) If |D ∩ T 0u | ≤ 52k, then apply Lemma 3.5 to route all the destination nodes in T 0u ; Otherwise, apply Lemma 3.6.
When none of the above introduced operations, of priority 2–8, applies to T 0, we conclude that k < |D ∩ T 0| < 43k.
Consequently, there is only one extremely big node u in T 0, and u 6= s. Let v1 and v2 be the only two children of u in T 0, and
let v3 be the parent of u in T 0 (v3 could be s). The following operation has the least priority of 1:
(1.1) Re-root T 0 at u, such that u has exactly three children v1, v2, and v3; One can easily check that |D ∩ T 0v3 | < 13k.
(1.2) Among the nodes in (D ∩ T 0v1) ∪ (D ∩ T 0v2), find the closest destination node d′ to s; It follows that w(s, d′) <
1
k
∑
d∈(D∩T0v1 )∪(D∩T0v2 )w(s, d).
(1.3) Assume without loss of generality that d′ ∈ T 0v1 . Partition T 0 into two subtrees, T 0v1 and the remainder by cutting T 0v1
off from T 0. Note that both subtrees have size≤ k, and their total routing cost is≤ w(T 0)+ 1k
∑
d∈D∩T0 w(s, d).
4.2. Summary of the algorithm
A high-level description of the complete algorithm is depicted in Fig. 1.
Theorem 4.1. kMTR admits a (
√
2089+77
80 + 54ρ)-approximation algorithm, where ρ is the best known performance ratio for
approximating the SMT problem.
Proof. Notice that when an operation of priority 8 or 1 is applied, the resultant remainder tree T 0 becomes empty and the
algorithm terminates. In each of the other iterations, the algorithm applies an operation of priority 2–7 to cut a subtree T 0u
off from the base Steiner tree T 0 and route all its destination nodes accordingly. The following invariants are maintained:
• The total routing cost of T 0u is≤ 54w(T 0u )+
√
2089+77
80 × 1k
∑
d∈D∩T0u w(s, d);
• All the subtrees cut off from T 0 and the remainder tree T 0 are edge-disjoint from each other, and every destination node
appears in exactly one of these trees.
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Therefore, the total routing cost of the output k-tree routing is R ≤ 54w(T 0) +
√
2089+77
80 × 1k
∑
d∈Dw(s, d) ≤ 54w(T 0) +√
2089+77
80 R
∗, where T 0 is the initial Steiner tree obtained before applying any operations and the last inequality follows from
Eq. (2.1). Sincew(T 0) ≤ ρR∗, we have R ≤ ( 54ρ +
√
2089+77
80 )R
∗.
One can see that with the base Steiner tree T 0 being computed and for every destination node its distance to the source
node s being computed, the rest of the execution time of the approximation algorithm in Fig. 1 is simply linear in |D|, the
number of destination nodes. This is true since every technical lemma takes time linear in the number of destination nodes
in the subtree under consideration. Therefore, the running time of the complete algorithm is dominated by the running
time of the ρ-approximation algorithm for the Steiner minimum tree problem, whose complexity could be prohibitively
high [14]. 
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